















 four parts 
A tenant has 
certain
 legal rights under 
the  
Calilorma civil
 codes 1941 and 1942,
 with or 
without a written contract.
 However, many ren-
tal 





Attorney Harrison Taylor 
gave  his definition 
id a 
good
 tenant -oriented rental agreement. 
"The best rental agreement
 for a tenant would 
be one
 that would not have any
 cleaning or 
security
 deposits, or 
requirements  the tenant 
stay 
for a particular period, 
and  probably would 
not be written 
by
 a landlord -oriented 
as-
sociation,"
 Taylor said. 
"It 
would be an 
agreement  which 
would not 
necessitate




 going or coming, or 
visitors. 
and it would 
only contemplate
 the usual 
oc-
cupancy and the 
guarantee




 it is often 
difficult  for a 
tenant
 to gel 
this kind of agreement. 





which  are 
usually  written 
by their 
attorneys

















and  leases 



















 often sign, 
the  landlords 




can  strike out 








also obtain a 
copy  of one of the 







 contracts and 
ask the landlord






acceptable  to 
a 
tenant
























out of certain 
degree programs










master's  degree 
in business. 




information  to 
alleviate  any 
concerns 
among  the 
lactill  y and 
uraduale 





free  from 
the
 
Santa  Clara 
Legal  Aid 
Society.




 writing 2313 
Warring  Street, 
Berkeley.  
Harris on E. Taylor 
But these 
model 



















 from week 
to week 
or 





 and the 
landlord.  









beat  for a 
tenant  who 
hasn't
 any long 
range plans, 
or fears the 
res-
trictions in 
many  rental 
agreements.  
"I 






 and a tenant
 with the 
California  law 












aren't  aware of 
what they 
agree  to in a rental contract. 
With  the implied 
law protected by the
 state statutes, plus an oral 
agreement,
 the tenant stands less 
chance of 
limiting his rights as he 









































































































































































within the period 
agreed upon usually a 
year. 
However,
 the tenant is also 
obligated to adhere 
to the contract for
 that period of time. He 
could  
be held liable




rental  agreement is usually 
for 30 
days
 and IS renewed 
automatically  at the end of 
each period. 








Because of the short








 increases (al the 
present  time. 
however,
 there are limitations
 within rent 
con-
trol guidelines) and 




 most often sign. 
No matter what agreement
 a tenant accepts he 
should always be 
sure to read everything
 and 
question 




 most common 




 lees and security 
deposits.
 
Basically, a security 
deposit  would reimburse 
a landlord 
against  a tenant leaving 
before  the 
agreement is concluded 
or damaging the 
premises. 
Civil Code 1961 
Under 
civil code 1951, 




 return a 
security 
deposit  or 
ac-
count for
 its use two
 weeks alter




doesn't  return it then he's liable at law," 
Perkins said. 
"II
 the courts lind a landlord's refusal in bad 
faith the court can award up to $200, in addition 
to the deposit ilea, in a small claims court ac-
tion," he added. 
A cleaning lee is usually for cleaning a unit 
before a new tenant moves 
in or as reim-
bursement after he moves out. This fee is non -
ref undable if stated as such in the contract. 
Otherwise, according to Perkins, this type
 
of 
deposit would be included
 under the provisions 







































yesterday  the 
bookstore
 will be 
paying
 60 
per cent of new book list 
prices  for used books, 
compared to 




Also,  said Wineroth, 
the books will be 
resold  
at only 65 
per  cent of the list 
price new, com-
pared to the 
normal 75 per cent.
 
Wineroth reached 





ludy Garcia. Ms. 
Garcia  offered 
volunteer help to 
reduce the cost of 
remarking
 
the used books. 
Later 
yesterday,  Wineroth 
met  with the 
Spartan Shops 
Board of Directors who 
approved 
the proposal by calling
 it an "information." 
meaning 
no vote of approval 
was needed 
because it was 








 now facing Ms. Garcia 
is to 
find enough volunteers 





calculated  it would take 11 
people 
working eight hours a 
day for eight days 'ap-
prox.
 700 man-hours) to till 
the positions of the 
included in 
Ms. Garcia's plan. 
He further 
emphasized  that although the 
average  number of volunteer 
workers  would be 
11. 
only  live to six would be 
needed in the first 
few days and 
the last two. He  said the
 majority 
would be needed 
from lanuary 16-18. 
Ms. 
Garcia said she has 
already
 talked to the 
Society for 
the  Advancement of 
Management  
(SAM) about volunteers 












 and otter 
suggestions.
 
About  the content of 




 just process the 
books  alter they 
are bought by 
us
 from the 
students." 
Processing includes
 removing the old 
price and 
replacing  it with the 
new one and 
changing




 said the handling  of
 the books 
as 
they are brought
 in by students 
would still be 
done 
by experienced 




involved  and the 
possibility  of theft. 
"We got 
clobbered
 a year and a 
half ago when 
one 
guy we hired was 











Since the used books will be 
bought from the 
students by the bookstore at 60per cent and then 
resold at 65 
per  cent of the current cost of the 
book new, there will be only a 5 per cent profit 
margin. 
Wineroth claimed the 
bookstore
 needs to run 
on a 23 per cent profit margin to break even. 
Wineroth said he hoped the free workers plus 
the additional markup of 
non -essential items 
(such as entertainment books, calendars, and 
knick-knacks)  would provide enough revenue to 
break even. 
"We'll take our chances," said Wineroth, "and 
we'll take a long look at at and if it works 
out, 



















Special to the Deily 
Some people in the Bay Area don't like what 
has happened to Christmas and are 
doing 
something 
about  it. 
One of the 
groups, the Bay Area Non-violent 
Community.
 is attempting an economic
 boycott 





 They are asking 
the 
money 
saved  from store buying




 aid to 
war  victims. 
Another 
San Francisco
 based group 
of people. 
the Committee
 to Save 
Christmas,  is 
taking a 
positive  approach 




 They are 
searching  for ways















 to the Bread 
Not Bombs 
Foundation 
which  forwards 
the  aid to Vietnam.
 
"Boycotting
 stores at 
Christmas 
can  have an 
effect 
on the economy






 the large toy
 companies 
have  defense 
contracts," Miss Scovill said. 
"We 
also feel a need to 
boycott  the war toys 
that are
 made. It is effective 
because the large 
companies can't afford
 a poor public 
image."
 
"Last  year," explained 




Square in San 
Francisco to 
symbolize the idea of 
giving  
homemade  gifts. It is really 
nice to make bread or 
some 
other  thing. That's 
really  giving of 
yourself." 
When  asked how she 
answers the charge 
that 
her 
group  is trying to 
spoil  Christmas. Miss 
Scovill had a ready 
comment.  
"the sense of joy and 
spirit has already been
 
taken 
away.  The stores are 
out to get your 
money.  We're trying
 to replace all 
of











 for the 
Committee 
to Save Christmas, said that his 
committee began in the summer of 1971
 when a 




developments began to meet in each other's 
homes. 
"We're  not brilliant people, but we talked and 
studied.  We trusted each  
other
 enough to want to 
work 
together
 to put our ideas into 
action  
explained  Father Purcell, a Catholic 
priest.
 
He stated that the group 
perceives Christmas 
as a time 
to




 oneself to life issues. 
"However." said Father
 Purcell, "we see 
Christmas now as a 




negative,  instead of 
life,  
which  is choosing 
the positive. We began 
questioning what we 
could do to 
save
 the spirit 
of
 Christmas." 
Father  Purcell views 






















tried  togive things we loved like 
a favorite 
record  or book or a 
poem  things that
 
were 
expressions  of 








people  to use 
the






"Christmas  is really a 
joyous time for 
children. 
Ours are pretty
 well taken care 
of. So many 
people 
in
 our group gave 
money to the 
Committee of 













do not reach the age of five 
and HO per cent of the 
war injured in both North 
Vietnam and 
South Vietnam are under sixteen.
 
"For this reason 
we
 wanted to help the 
children maimed by the air war. Other people 
donated the money to 
poor families. the United 
Farm
 Workers, and other organizations." 
Father Purcell
 expressed satisfaction with the 
program. "Last year families who changed the 
structure of their Christmases told us 
afterwards that it was the best Christmas that 




































 is St. 
Featured  


































 to the 
Appalachian
 folk 












































Tenants may be contrunted with a 
cleaning  
deposit. Since one fee IS refundable and antither 
usually is not. Its best a tenant understand the 
difference before signing an agreement. 
According to Kuehnis his firm uses a security 
deposit to "cover cleaning, damage, and 
notice."
 
Move Is Cheep 
"We also charge a move -in charge.- he said. 




which  IS a 
non -ref undable  
move
-
in charge. It 'the 
move  in charge) covers credit 
checks,  computer print-out cards, applications 
anti various things involved with the tenant," he 
added. 
He said the $50 remaining as refundable it the 
premises are in 
clean  condition. 
"We try to have the tenants audited before 
they
 move in and have the manager check the 
apartment when 
they move out and review it 
before and alter.- he 
said.  
Perkins 
explained,  "II a tenant feels a landlord 
may try 
to hold back a deposit a tenant should 
have witnesses come in. either
 to help clean.  or 
lake photographs after 
its
 been cleaned. 
Taylor added, "We 
know  that some landlords 
use
 those devices 'deposits) to collect 
extra 
money. They tail to return 
them even it the place 
is secure and 
not damaged." 
Small Claims 
Both Taylor and Perkins 
recommend
 the small 
claims 




"It is a relatively last 
moving
 and inexpensive 
way to recover security
 deposits." Taylor said. 
For a $2 lee a 




action  for less than $5.00 in the San lose -
Milpitas 
Municipal  Court Clerk's 
Office  located 
at 200 West Hedding 
Street.
 San lose. 
The clerk 
will help fill out all claim 
forms.  A 
brochure  explaining the small 
claims court 
process,  
which  should be read 
carefully.
 is also 










Daniel  Ellsberg. 
delendant in the 
Pentagon  Papers trial, will 
speak in Morris Dailey Auditorium 
Sunday  
are in error. 
Ellsberg,
 according to his 
sponsors,  the 
Graphic Offensive, 
will not appear as 
previously
 scheduled due to a conflict
 with 
work he 








tt I (cni 
A law that
 prohibits beer
 making  in 
Calilornia.  and 
ini.ludes
 soini,% 
hat  dubious 
restriction  on 
teaching 
it, abruptly 
terminated  a "Wine 
and Beer Making"






 no -credit 
course  sponsored
 Icy the Consumer
 and Leisure
 Arts group 
ICLA)  was 
intended to 
teach students
 how to make
 beer and 






 before its 
first  meeting, 
however.  when 
Don  DuShane. 




 services,  






him  that 
the 
ABC was 
"prepared  to 
take






David  lochner. 
student
 instructor
 for the six 
session
 class,  
claimed
 he "never 
intended  to mix 
beer." the 
question  of 
the
 legality of 
teaching it was












 lochner, it 
was  the delay in 
obtaining this 
legal clarification
 more than 
anything  else. 
that caused
 his class to 
be




 it for a later
 time." he said,
 
which
 could have 
run it into 
midterm  week. 
causing an 
inconvenience  







contradiction of legal 





Larry  Frierson. 
SISU  attorney,
 stated that he 
was "not aware
 of any law 
that  prohibits 
the 
teaching  of 
making
 beer." Phillip 
Cattaneo, the 






such a law 
did exist. He 
added, however,
 that he 
"couldn't
 say at this













stalemate,  it 
seems  almost 
certain
 at this time
 that if lochner's
 class does 
resume  next 
semester,
 administrators
 tor the 






 to DuShane 
"It was decided








 of the 
Industrial  Arts 
department."  
'Industrial  Arts 
is the parent 
organization of CLA) 
Further 
confirmation  of 
this stand was
 expressed in 
a letter from Ian
 Chauncy. 
co-ordinator  for 
CLA, 
in which she 
wrote,  "The 
Consumer  rind 
Leisure
 Arts group 
will welcome 
Dave  llochner)" 
should  he 
want
 to teach 
only  a wine 
class  next 
semester,  






 to confine 
his instruction
 
to wine, said 
the "basic 
techniques  are 
the  same 
for
 
beer  as for 
wine
 anyway." The
 26 year -old 
I.A. 
minor 
added  "I don't 
feel put down
 or taken 
advantage  of by 
anyone 
because








f rom Charles 
Bucher. 
administrator  for 
the San lose 
region.  "It is 
illegal  to manul 
act are beer 





teach it a 












 an article 
about the 
course  which 
was  
published
 in the 
Nov.
 2 issue ot 
the  Spartan 
Daily  could 
tall
 under the 
restrictions  of 
the  code. 'the 
story,  which 
was  what 
tipped
















 to Olenslager. 
Disputing
 this 








 that it it 
were ever 
brought
 lo a court
 test the 
ABC's  ruling 






statutes  are 




 he said. "so




of anybody. This law is in 




 IWEIHISI. it 
doesn't










 as long as 
the mixing 
was  done "in 
a 
laboratory. pursuant
 to a class." 
tie 




be beat. it 
doesn't
 mean you 




























































































































































































































































































































 can be 
counted  









the name of 
freedom
 itself, are 
more







 assaults on press 
and  
speech come dressed
 in noble robes. 
Restrictions  on 
intormation
 about 
court proceedings have been im-
posed in 
the  name of a cherished 
right   a tair trial. Thus. three years 
ago, the American Bar Assn. 
suggested  comprom!sing the 
First  
Amendment
 in the name of justice. 
The  ABA recommended stringent 
controls on the release of in-
formation in 
criminal trials. Not 
only by prosecution and defense 
at-
torneys and judicial employees but 
by
 law enforcement officers as well. 
In doing so, the ABA gave assurance 







the proposal no 
less  repugnant. 
The impulse
 toward censorship 
by 
those in authority is always 
strong. The courts 
have  recognized 
this by 









  not all by any 




censorship  is 
the 
basis of a 
fair trial.  
They 
welcomed  the 
ABA proposals
 that 
shielded  some 
stages  of judicial 








and  judges 
often went 
far 




























































































































torney, the chief law 
enforcement
 
officer  in the county, was 
prohibited
 













































which,  of 





















































 felt it 
ap-
propriate  to 
. . . assume











































































about  the 










 not to 



















-extreme  view 
of 
judicial  power 
than the State 
Court 
of Appeal






 aside a 












 as "an un-
constitutional
 interference





power  of the 
court  to con-
trol its own 
proceedings  and 
of-
ficers." This 











step by step: 
First, 
the assertion, 
supported  by 
the ABA, 
that the courts have 
the 




power to law 
enforcement officers
 
and to elected 
executives  of 
government. 
Then, an attempt at direct cen-
sorhsip of the media 
by
 telling them 
what they can and 
cannot print or 
broadcast. 
And, finally, the assertion 
that 
the 
courts are not a  coordinate 
branch
 of government, but supreme 
and answerable
 only to themselves. 
All this on the 
mere  presumption, 
barren of evidence, 
that  pretrial 
news is always and without ques-
tion prejudicial to a fair trail. 
judge Harold R. Medina, U.S. 
senior circuit judge for the 
2nd 
Circuit, foresaw these conse-
quences  several years ago. A report 
prepared 




the Bar of the City of New York said, 
"The 
prospect  . . . of judges of 
various criminal courts of high and 
low degree sitting as petty 
tyrants,
 
handing down sentences of fine and 




and editors is 
not at-
tractive. Such an innovation might 
well 
cut prejudicial publicity to a 
minimum. 
But at what a price . . . 
With
 respect to the police and the 
press in the entire pretrial period, 
we think it unwise and detrimental 
to the public interest to give such 
contempt  






 that smothers 
the public's right to 
know
 how law 
enforcement agencies and the courts 
are functioning will 
not  assure fair 
trials, but will 


















Today, as a 





























































would  bar grand
 juries 
and all other 
bodies











 urges the 











































































































made haphazardly or 

















































The  campus 
community 
has 























to this, our 
community,  a group 
of 
students
 has decided to 
learn  from the 
experiences 
and go from 




the  A.S. 
government, 





ning Agency. At the 






 out. I'd like to 
identify the 
more 
active  ones. They 
are Jay Marder 









Susan Feldman, Mark 
Leonard, Ed 





Planning  Agency is com-
mitted to 
the belief that it is the need 
and the right
 of this campus com-
munity 
to
 set up its own  goals and 
priorities. 
They 
are now setting up workshops 
whereby interested persons can even-
tually develop a Campus Community 
Plan. Hopefully, this plan will 
include  
elements on housing, traffic
 
circulation, transportation, 












































































































































 Lalsornia State timer:Sy. San lose Since 1934 
The 
only security 








and where the 















 Dan Russo 
Eileen Col la 







































 to cross paths 
twice in 
my 
career here at San
 Jose State 
University.  
I think 
it came out 
a draw. 
The first time, 
was while I was 
serving
 as a member
 of the Spartan 
Daily editorial 
board last semester. 
The board and a few 
other  members of 
the staff trooped up to 
his office in the 
Tower and 




 our President. 
He
 
leaned back in 
his  chair, wiped a 
hand
 
across his smoothly 
tanned  forehead 
and  then proceeded to 
tell all of us 
assembled 
how busy he was,
 how little 
time he's got to 
do what he wants.
 









 it you're 
rushing
 your 
questions.  The 
impression  it leaves is 
as 
though  he turned 
over  an egg timer 
and said
 "You've got three 
minutes of 
my time to waste." He 
doesn't
 do that, 
but it feels that way. 
He's
 a magnetic man, he's a dynamic 
man, he's all those
 things that describe 
an aggressive
 attractive figure. but 
he's also outright
 overwhelming. 
He takes control 
of the situation 
such
 as an interview, and 
with highly 
phrased, 
intellectual  language, dances 
circles around any 
poor
 sucker that 
happens to want to carry on a dis-
cussion
 with him. 
However, 
his time schedule, how he 
handles 
it
 and how he talks
 about it 
doesn't fit in. 
Most men I've 
known  who were of an 
I.etter
 to the Editor 
Christmas  without Christ?
 
Some charitable agencies put a 
Santa out on the streets at Christmas 
to collect 
funds for the needy. Pictures 
and figures of Santa Claus are in every 
shop two months before Christmas. 
Billboards display Santa Claus with 
his 
wares. Whose birthday is it? 
We save
 and scrimp so we can buy 
all our 
friends  and loved ones gifts. 
Fine. But are we 
giving as much 
thought and concern to 
those  people 
who have never heard of their
 Savior? 
Some people give themselves
 into debt 
at Christmas. But for 
whom?  Whose 
birthday is it? 
There is a great difference between 
Christmas and Christ. 
Millions of 
people  crowd Christ out 
of the day 
which is set aside  to remember
 Him. 
Holly replace's
 holiness. The 
wreath  
hides the 
cross.  And the Savior 
Jesus  
Christ, is asked




 is it? 
Without 
Christ, there





























through  the 
Bible,  "For 



































Christ  as 
your 








































 several years has been a 
resurgence of 



















and  trivia 
that
 also has 



















of this movement. 
Their feelings and
 the persuasive 
manner in which they express their 
ideeas 
has brought
 to me 
the  
realization that what they are actually 
saying has an abundance of validity, 
and is 
basically  
sound in its 
premise,  
and that
 we, enlightened individuals, 
as most 
of us men are. should 
agree  and 
relent  to their demands. 
That is why I propose that, 
immediately, the D.O.B.'s all that we 
enjoy, right now! 
Right, 
NOW.? 
by Mark Simon 
impressive stature who were also 
busy, usually didn't say so. 
In my meanderings
 down the road of 
journalism I learned
 to be wary of a 
man who will tell you 
right away how 
busy he is. 
Such 
protestations  mean one 
of two 
things. 
He really is busy 
and can 
barely handle 










 on to his 






 to wit: "There
 has never 
been a 
day  when I 
have
 had enough 
time 
to clear this desk  
and do some 
thinking." 
A job in 
which I couldn't 
reflect upon 
my actions 
would  make me 
miserable.  






















 it, of course. He 
says  if he 
had wished
 to run for office
 he would 
have 
started  long ago. 
But the
 rumors don't go away. Some 
other things that don't change are Pres. 
Bunzel's 
general  lack of 




 Jose is not really a 




cisco  is, which just 
happens
 to be in 









has  become 
outspoken 
at Trustees meetings 
and 
was referred to 
in a recent Newsweek 
magazine
 article. 
The last national publication to 
make
 the smallest mention of SJSU 
was Playboy
 which noted a high level 
of promiscuity among the 
students. 
Bonzel  may not 
care
 for a higher job 
than the humble presidency of a hum-
ble college in humble San Jose. 
Bunzel also says he entered
 
education because he wanted to 
"rub 
minds" and teach young people. 
If all that's true, I wish he's spend 
a 




 by proxy has not
 proved to 
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By Cathy Tallyn 








,tosappointments  and 
setbacks" in 
the pace ol peace
 negotiations, an American spokesman
 said 
yesterday 














evidence  in the Pentagon 
Papers  trial huge 
chunks  of the 
secret  
government study which the prosecutor had 
not revealed 
to the 
defense  by the finds judge 
Matt 
Byrne.  
Daniel Ellsberg and 
Anthony  Russo are charged with es-
pionage. conspiracy and theft in connection with the leak to the 
news media of the Defense Department









 sue SU 
ASHINGTON D.C.-Suit has 
been filed against Southern 
 ni%ersit y by the two
 SU professors fired the day alter a con-
frontation between students and law enforcement 
officers that 
left
 two Black students dead. 
Dr. Joseph lohnson and George Baker were accused by SU 
President G. Leon Netterville Jr. of serving as advisors to dis-
sident students, encouraging students 
to stay away from class 
and neglecting their campus responsibilities. 
War
 to break out on 
borders?  
'I'LL AVIV -Premier liolda Nleir said yesterday that because 
of arms 
shipments to the Arabs she would "not be surprised if 
war breaks out on the borders.-










exchange views with students 





 in the main 
lounge of 
Joe West Hall, 
Pres. Bonze' agreed to talk 
on a variety of subjects with 
students 'allowing a meeting 
Nov. 28 in which he met with 
A.S. Pres. Dennis King and 
Political  
material 




 Slate Universities 
and Colleges
 will make 
available much -needed 
research material for both 
college faculty and students. 
San Jose Slate University' 
membership in the Inter 




















Applicant must be able 










three A.S. councilmen. 
According
 to King, the
 ses-
sion is open to 









will  have 
dinner with
 students at 6 p.m. 









will  provide 
aci:ess to a 
vast  amount 
of data as 
well  as 
special 
computer 




























 points out that 
although the primary use is for 
instructional purposes or 
faculty
 
research,  graduate 
students and some 
undergraduate students with 
computer knowledge may use 
the consortium. 
Data from ICPR 
includes 
material on studies of elec-
tions, judicial 
cases  and 
organizational behavior as 
well as political behavior
 
studies, 
socialization  and 
education studies from around 
the world. 
Further information may be 
obtained by calling 'I'erry
 
Christ
 rosen at SI1-111 at 277 -


























































arrange an interview 
it 
Dr Ellen 















from  San lose 
State. 
University 















 of the sea. 
San





Biology.  Dr. 
Ellen















 of the ocean.
 
"In a 
world  not only 
























 for her 









 and sea 
explorer, 





it may destroy 
the  world's seas 
within  50 
years.
 





 and Atmosphere 
last year. Cousteau 
stated
 that man has 
damaged  from 30 to 
50 per 
cent of the 
earth's
 oceans in the 
past
 20 years 
alone. 
Calypso  is currently 
oft  the southern coast 
of 
Argentina.  The cruise















 of the sea,
 said Dr. 
Weaver. 
This information is 
constantly  sent via radio 
to a 
computer  at Ames Research
 Center in Moun-
tain 




 Center is part of the
 National 
Aeronautics
 and Space 
Administration
 'NASA) 
which  initiated this 
research
 with a $26,000 
grant. 
'the fluorescence
 level of sea water 
indicates  
its 
approximate  chlorophyl 








 is the green 
substance  in plants 
















 energy into 
chemical  energy 
in 
plants,
 according to 
Ur. Weaver. 
Too much, or 
too little chlorophyll
 indicates a 
low food producing 
potential.  A median 
amount
 
is necessary tor 
high productivity,  
she said, ad-
ding 
that  extremely high 
chlorophyl  content is 
a 
sign of pollution. 
The  scientist 
retrained
 from predicting 
what
 
she expects of the 
results of this 
research,  but 
noted, 
"We'll  see it we can 
find
 any correlation 
between  chlorophyl. 
temperature. and 





 her research on board
 
Calypso, Dr. 




other  pollution and 









bodies of water and 
recording  two 
wavelengths
 of light scattered
 upward from 
beneath
 the surface. 
One is the wavelength
 of sunlight absorbed by 
chlorophyl. the 
other is a standard for 
com-
parison. 
'the system can make 
its  comparisons 1,400 
times a second,  











 is not static and 
this type of detection
 cannot give a complete pic-
ture of 
the constantly changing nature 
of water 
pollution, according to 
Dr.  Weaver. 
Also, some 
pollutants cannot be 
detected  
directly in 
water.  But it is possible to infer 
their  
presence 
by examining the 
rate of 
photosynthesis,  or 
chlorophyl  production. 
Or. 
Weaver has been at SISU 
since  1960. A 
graduate  of Western Reserve 
University in 
Cleveland, Ohio. she 
received her M.S. degree 
from Stanford
 University and her Ph.D.
 from the 
University  of California at Berkeley. 
Dr.  Weaver said she 
would  like to see more 
student interest 
in the food productivity 
program,  noting that there is 
possibly
 a paying 
part-time job 
available.
 Graduate, and 
undergraduate  research
 grants are a 
possibility  
also she 
noted.  Interested students 
should  leave 
a note at her office. 
Duncan  Hall. 237. 
B !, Alan Itusenberg 
Students
 





maybe they are lust earning 
better grades. 
The grade
 point average 
(GPM 
for all undergraduate 
students last
 fall was 2.66. 
this
 








 at 2.41. 
But  a noticeable 
increase  oc-
curred at the 
graduate level 
where a 3.38 CPA was com-
pared to a 





 published as 
a SISU 








 increase in grade point 
average 
is a reflection of 
changes in the grading dis-
tributions at all levels of 
college. Yet the 
change in 
Here is a 









point at., L L. 




use  of the incomplete 




incomplete  from 
the CPA 
calculation. 
At the present, the 
in-
complete may
 be a permanen-
tly assigned grade, while the 
use of the Inc. 
in graduate 
programs  occurs during 
the 
student's work








point  average com-
putation.  
But grades earned
 in the 
Spring
 of 1971 at StSll by 
undergraduate and graduate 
students compared favorably 




 the system. 

































II you have considered radio 
a medium 
for broadcasters 
only.  you's in for a 
surprise. 
A new 
program on KSJS 
radio (90.7 FM) 
called
 the Free 
Speech Message )FSM) allows 
an individual
 to call attention 
to his opinions, 
according to 
Brian Prows. KSJS station
 
manager. 
"We only ask that the 
mes-
sage
 be 60 seconds long in  
there 
abouts.
 You can do the 
FSM in your
 own voice, and 
KSJS 
public
 radio will tape 














Organizations such as Toys 
for Tots, and Help 
11,1 
Retarded Children can delive, 
free public service 
messages  
during
 the week of Dec. 15 just 
prior to the  
Christmas 
vacation.  
The messages can be
 
from 
10. 20, or 30 minutes on broad-
cast time. 












were  tilled Wednes-
day 






 a three -member com-
mittee. 














Ad1111ssions spaces I or the 
spring. 1973 semester are still 
available at San Jose State 
University and applications 
will be accepted through Dec. 
15. 
Openings are in HirlIOSI all 
fields of study. according to 
Roy Delpier, admissions of-
ficer. 
Under the admissions 
program for all 19 
campuses  of 
the California State 
University and Colleges. the 
month ot August is designated 
the initial tiling 
period
 tor the 
spring semester. Campuses 
still having 
openings
 at the 
conclusion of the tiling period 
may accept 
further ap-
plications until all openings 
are 
(ull.  




Bob Griffin, Ron Harbeck, 
and 'red Weisgal-the three 
students





 Council also gave its 
approval to 13 recommen-
dations for five committees. 
among them 
tour positions  on 
the A.S. Judiciary. 
The judicial 
branch of 
student government has not 
functioned  yet this semester 
due to a rash ol vacancies tin 




!leer Donna Lai told council 
the judiciary 
still can not meet 
until it fills three faculty 
vacancies. 
Students Rives Hassel. 
Richard Pruitt, Grant tones, 
and Tim 
Robb were named to 
iust ice seats. 
Only 
one  recommen-
dations -Michael Sweet to the 





that  committee, 
requested it be 
delayed  until 
other student




-at -large are 
needed on the 
committee  and 





 rock and 
roll






































color  With 
all
 the words 
and all 
the 














Available at your 
book record 







33  West 
60th
 Street 
New York 10023 
In 
other action. 














Councilmen  Morris 
Bean, 
Larry 




Cookie Pains& t. 
Snyder San-
chez. 
and  Bob 
Weber 
volunteerpd  fur the 
committee. 






























 granted .c 
release of 
$797.50











for the play 
"Black  Terror" Ito 
be presented
 next month), and 
$22.50
 
for an African News 
Service 
subscription  which 

















An unauthorized biography 
on word), photographs and music 
.....






at the other 114 
slate colleges and um vers 
!bough there Was dfl  
percentage of as, st 
this campus earned more 
and twice as many Vs. 
The graduate level ditlered 
with the at her group of results. 
these students were more 
iii 
line with the system 
as the-. 
received a small increase ii 
the percentage ol
 
As and D's 
The difference occurred with, 
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By Debbe Sells 
For a ten
 months in his 





managed to please his master. 




abandoned him on a roadside. 
Later he 
was  picked 
up.  put 
in a crowded
 truck and a few 
short days
 later he collapsed 





























 John Berryman in 
his  






voiced  by 
Dr.




 and a 
poet. at 













































































poem,  possibly 
because  I 





the  lyric 
poem is a 
"young 
man's  poem." 
Dr, 
Peterson  












































done  it he 
had









































the  -dream 
poems
 at the 
Middle  





































































































11 4 e Parking 
San
 Jose 











and  he likes 
Berryman's 
created 




 to Or, Peterson, 
"Dream 








Henry  is the 
character  
dealing with 
the realities ol 
the world. 
And the main 
character
 is the person talking
 
about Henry. 








unwanted animals in the Bay 
Area like Buttons are 
destroyed. A thousand 
"extra"
 
puppies and kittens are born 
every hour in 
California,  They. 
too,  will all 
dieviolently  
under the wheels of cars,
 in 





 ol hunger and 
disease. 
An 
















by the Animal 
Control  offices 
at 800 
l'hurnion
 Way in 
Santa  Clara 









clinic,  said 
that
 there are only 
two alternatives to 
unwanted
 
pets. One is 













 thinking that the 
problem is being 
taken  care of. 
ate 
only
 way to approach
 
this is to prevent
 those 
birthskilling
 doesn't solve 




 she says is the only 
solution atlecting this end. 










their  animals. 
"Pets  aren't just 
funthey  
are a 
responsibility.  They 
shouldn't be 
used to teach 





community,  she 
emphasized. also 






pavements, ruin gardens, bite 
children and
 smaller animals 
and cause highway accidents.
 
In 1970 alone, the taxpasers 
of California spent 
a minimum 




placing or destroying 
unwanted animals. 
Animal 
shelters,  whose 
primary
 role once 






adoption, now find themselves 
thrust
 unwillingly into the 
business of being humans' pet 
slaughterhouse.
 




ultspring. two female, in one 
year, can be responsible for 
4,372 
"children" and 




clinic,  which began last 
September
 through the efforts 







 residents who 
want to 
have their cat 
or dog altered 
may 
buy  a certificate for the 
operations tram them. 
Certificates cost $20 for 
lemale
 dogs and cats. $10 for 
wre*Masende.WWWWWWWWWWW.e. 
male  cats 





itself is a 
simple one.
































who  use a 
private 
veterinarian
 may pay 
over twice








The reduction in price is due 
in part,
 say officials, to the fact 
that the county 
will  absorb 
administrative costs and 
secondly  
to the volume of 






 many will end like 
Buttons. 
What's it like inside 
a 
decompression chamber? 
"I don't know," said Ms. 
Phipps. "an animal can't tell 
you, can 
they?" 
She carries a pamphlet with 
her 
that  might sum .up an 
animal's point of view. It reads 
in part:
 
"I ask for the privilege of not 
being born...not until you can 
assure me of a home and a 
master to 
protect  me, and a 
right 
to
 live as long as I am 
physically able to enjoy life... 
not to be born until my body is 
precious 
and men have ceased 











 Assochition is 
seeking information from 
students,
 faculty and the 
community -at -large to aid in 





achievements  of 
Spartan 
alumni are being




files  are being updated 
and expanded.- John Fielder 
San  lose State 
University 
alumni 
president,  said. 
Names of alumni who lit any 
of
 the following categories 
will 
be
 included in the tile. 1) 
1,km:1111111 










associations and societies.) 2) 



























 state or 







policy  makers won't 
come to grips with the 
problems
 of the campus 
community. They are 
not
 
being pressured.- Ed 
Bielski,
 a 
stall member ol the 
Associated Student Planning 
Agency IASPA). claimed. 
Bielski
 and other ASPA 
members are preparing for its 
Saturday
 morning workshop, 
10:30, in the Pacifica Room of 
the College Union to formulate 
a campus -community master 
plan. 
Bielski believes the campus 
organizations dealing with the 
problems of 
housing, 
transportation and land use 
are apat hetic to student needs. 
"This has reached a peak 
especially now with the plans 
tor the highrise library,- he 
said. 
"This is 
a good example of 
where there is no imput by the 
students in the planning of 
such campus faciliteis," he 
added. 
Bielski 
voiced  hope the 
workshop would help solve 
some such problems. 
According to ASPA 
Chairman lay Mercier. lohn 
Brezzo. City Demonstration 
Planning Coordinator tor 









presentations on ASPA's 
plans and goals,  members of 
the organization would break 
the audience into  groups to 
discuss ways at developing a 
campus community plan. 
Mineta 
has  stated his 
intentions of attending, at a 
recent special 
city council 
session at San lose Stale 
University. His secretary said 
the date was still on his 
calendar. 









According to Marder the 
community campus plan 
would investigate 







From the S1SU Meteorology 
Dept.Chance of showers 
mixed  with snow this 
morning. 
Clearing  this 
afternoon but continued cold. 








YESTERDAY'S TRIVIA ANSWER,., 
demonic 
S.A.S. 1St odenis Aid Student'. 2 p.m in 
he A.S. Council Chambers. 
N CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP.  
2.10 p.m. In 110.11.11 
Diablo  Room Ruth 
Sermons. 'FES stall worker in Spain and 
Portugal, will speak on -Lihriation 



















































Christmas pail v. a 
tredlteonal IChi.  
luncl ion. 
CO-REC. 7:30 p.m al Ihe food Ellort. A 
spaghetti teed tor 50 canto "Casino 
I0NAH'S
 WAIL COFFEE HOUSE. 9 p.m 
at 300 S. Illth St At 950 p.m. "Phantom 




OMEGA  Pt, Saturday.  7:30 
p.m. al 
14e0 Benton. Santa Clara, Christen. 









10111 at 441 S .  
'Ied. SPARTAN 
ORIOCCI,  Saturday Dance. 
preaenttna "Sand In I he U..11. Ballroom. 
is p.m. 
mu
 I a.m 
IONAWS
 WAIL COFFEE HOUSE. 
Sam urday 330
 5 
10Ih 51. Colleen rind 
contom porn, toll, music. 0 p.m In 
I a.m 
LUTHERAN 
STUDENT  MOVEMENT. 
Sunday 
PAO  p.m et 300 S. 10th St. 
NEWMAN CENTER. Sunday 5 p.m. Si 
Patrick's Church. Ninth end Santa Clara 
streets. University Mass 
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH. Sunday 
5 




 Crowther.  
who was thrown out ol South
 Aeries tor 
his opposition to 
spMheld.
 Admission 




























































legislative  branches. 
etc.) 5I Sports


















actors and actresses,  etc., 
including 
members










contests such as 
Mother of the Year. Miss 














 it may be 
troublesome




chains  are 
required  on 
some





 as three feet 
of new 
snow  is 
reported
 at Sugar 
Bowl. 








 were even 
advaced
 to carry chains while 














would continue in the Sierra 
Nevada. There 
were  37 inches 
of snow reported on Interstate 
80 west of Donner Pass. 
Thirteen fresh 
inches of snow 
tell yesterday at Norden near 
















degiee  .seal het 
Chains were required on 
Highway 80 
from Auburn to 
east
 of Reno: on state route 88 
over Carson Pass which was 
closed temporarily due to high 
winds, and on Highway 50 






of new snow 
with good 





 has very good 
skiing conditions 
with a foot 
of new snow. 
Heavenly Valley 
ski  area 
will be 
in lull operation 
tomorrow with both sides of 
the mountain
 open.
 The new 
$80 million ski resort near
 
Carson Pass. Kirkwood 
Meadows. will not 
open  until 






1 ONE MOMENT OF BLISS, 
A 


























































11 am till 2 am 






































 Sci, 1971), 
and 
BOB 
WHIPPLE  (1970 
Grad). These 4 
men 






December  11-15 
to discuss old 
times, 
football,  and 














training  at 
Pensacola,  









 as a 
Naval 




you're  on the 
Main Campus






 at the 
corner
 of San 
Carlos and 










 in Aviation, Nuclear 
Power, 











 8. 1972. Page 
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BI F ant 
Cheech chides 










go to see 
somebody,
























alter  being 
questioned

















best  because 
the
 stage 
telt like it 
was  about to 
cave
 
in, the mike was I - - 
- ed, the 
lighting was I - - - ed, and my 
chair was split down the 
middle." 
Richard  Martin. better 
known
 as "Cheech.- 
explained 
the two try to 
relate  to their 
audience,
 and therefore 
their 
material changes
 a little each 
time it is 
perlormed. 
He said 
he wished he could 
"live  aniong the people at least 
a day belore he entertained 
them:' 
Cheech and
 Chong have 
been criticized by various
 



















































 is a Vidal view 
ul
 
Nixon's  life, 
but  not in the 
usual 







out  Nixon's his 
by use 
ol advocates.


























































































































































































































exploiting the stereotypes of 
minorities. 
To that argument Cheech 




ethnic minority, you become 
an expert on the field of ethnic 
exploitation...according to the 
textbook,  we are exploiting 
them." 
However, he added, "If they 
want to get up -tight about it, 
go ahead. What we are 
depicting are characters. It 
that holds true, then we're 
stereotyping all white people. 
all Black people...They're 
tunny characters,  and we're 
into doing funny characters. 
Cheech, who is Chicano. 
said no Chicano group in 
Calilornia has approached the 
two, and
 added "tell them to 
come 
and see us." 
Chong added 
that  much 
criticism aimed at them stems 
from "jealously." 
He said legitimate theatre-
goers don't think -the
 average 
poor slob should have 
anything to laugh at." 
"We're down with the 
people," he added. 
-There are all kinds of 
people in this world."
 Cheech 
commented, and although our 
tans  are 
minor,
 its enough to 
support our trip. It 
everybody
 
thought that way (about 
exploitation) nobody would 
come."
 
Cheech and Chong fans were 
enough to lure CBS to utter the 
comedy team a show under 
any formal the two desired, 
according 
to Chong. 
However, the two turned the 
oiler down because they do 
not like the way television 
"sells 
their stun," Chong said. 
The two do plan to do 
movies. 
"We're 
great, and we know 













Maureen  McCarthy 
The 








comedy duo can use for future 
material.
 It was a juke. 
Besides the fact that the 
women's gym 
was over. 
crowded with 2.500 people. 





show did not get started until 
t1:45 p.m., that Tulano and 
Giamarese  were jeered ol 
stage, and that 
everybody's 
legs 
were  deadened by 
aittin 




Those sitting in 
truer
 






some  ol their now well 
known
 
satires ol drug addicts and 
racial 




 rear who 
could not hear. 
Even Cheech 
and Chong 
themselves,  complained about 
the show's 




 alter the 
show,
 Chong said he "felt like 
the  stage was 
going
 to cave in 
at any 
moment.-  and that the 
chair he 
was  sitting on 
was  













 chair had a definite 
effect on the 
quality of the 
show.
 
Also, because the acoustics 
in 
the gym are 
atrocious,  the 
comedians 
could  not hear 
themselves








Carol  lean 
Zalren,
















 won the $50
 
prize by 



















 to receive 
her 
master's  degree 
from SISU in 
lune. 
During  the 
summer
 ol 1971. 













 with the 
S1S1'  
creative
 associates in 
drama.  
Also  active in 
plays  at SISt, 
she  has 
appeared














ee Our A in the 
Journal of Accountancy 
Becker CPA Review Course 
SAN FRANCISCO
 115 7814395 
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PARK  AVE. 
Downtown











CREEK  BLVD. 
Crinvbell 





























From "Let's Make A Dope 
Deal." a take ull on a television 
e.mte show,  to a 
dialog 
bei hilt 
"downer- break and a 
Chicano
 
"cruiser," Cheech and Chung 
had those 
that could hear 
rolling on the flour. 
However, the two showed 
signs of inhibition, which 









By Mark Bussmann 
It there is one word that 
describes Carole King's new 
album, "Rhymes and 
Reasons." it is mellow. 
-Rhymes and Reasons" 
moves gently (rum sung 
to 
song like the green fields and 
rolling hills of "Been to 
Canaan,-
 the single released 
from the album. 
When first heard, "R & R" is 
just a giant slice of 
mellowness 
and  it has to be 
played many times before the 
songs gradually take on an 
identity of their
 own. 
The album is typified by 
songs which show a feeling of 
loneliness,  but end with 
the 
hope that things are getting 
better. 
The most represent alive cut 
is, "Take the Bitter with the 
Sweet." In it Miss King 
stresses 
there  are both good 
and bad times in life, but one 
has to wade through the bad to 
gel to the good. 
Still the album 
doesn't  offer 
the versatility Miss King 
exhibited in her previous 
albums, 
"Tapestry"  and 
"Music.- It doesn't have the 
contrast of a 
soft, touching, 
"So Far Away- next to a 
rocking "I Feel the Earth 
Move." 
When using "Tapestry" as a 
tape measure almost all 
albums come out second,  so 
the comparison 




 from "it 
R" 
is the background vocals 
of Merry Clayton and lames 
Taylor, both of whom were 
present on "Tapestry" and 
"Music." Their
 absence may 
contribute to the overall lack 
ol versatility. 
Trying to pick 
a hit single 
!rum 




Miss King still puts on paper 
leelings people identity with. 
which
 makes her 
so 
successful. 




 her current 
theme and she 










Carole  King fans 
should enjoy 
it, but it 
is a far cry from the 
brilliance  ol 









Pablo Picasso's personal 
reaction 
to the lirst three days 
of Nazi occupation in Paris is 
the subject of his play, "Desire 
Caught by the Tail," to be 
presented by the drama 
department at San lose City 
College.
 
Directed by Stuart Bennett, 
the Iragmented play opened 
Thursday and will run 
through Sunday. Tickets can 
be 
obtained  at the door of the 
campus theater. 
Elements of the play include
 
dance and dramatic acting 
along with lights and music. 
Bennett is aided in the  
production by S1CC dance 











- Sams. Heaps, 
Conevoese Bujoad 
Owe
 11:45 'JON" 
NICKELODEON 
LINC 



































































































































duo  should 
be 
commended
 I or 
remaining 













 it took 
so 
long









and  Chung 




















trying to cram 
2.5(10
 
people  in a room 
where 
over
 hall the 

















 from one with a 
man-sized  
yen. men. 
When  a *Blg Man on Campus 
gets a big thirst. It takes 
a big drink to 
satiate  It. And nothing, I repeat nothing. 
titillates the tonsils and taunts
 a thirst 
like Akadama Red, Fred 
Akadama Red 
The toast
 of the campus. 
ImportNI    , 
























General stock new and used. 
Specializing  in 
Marxist movement literature. Books on Black. 
Chicano, Native American, Asian 
liberation
 
movements. Literature and books on Labor 
movements & Womens  movements 
etc. 
Bob & Barbra 
Lyndsays' 
Bread & 

































sure looks good 
in his belted Tobias 
Trousers...
 















































Atoning  your 
own  
tournament can look fishy, but when 
San lose 
State  Universit y has 













































































 v rt 
palls  





















flutes  to 
























half  to 
spark  
the surge



















 oultense  in the 
linal 





















































 to take 
most of 
his  shots 
from
 








 as the 
Golden  Bears 
whipped 













Smith,  ran 




and  Maury 
Schulkin 
of Cal 
controlled  the 































 won the 
most  valuable 
player  
aw aid tot the
 tournament. 
The Spartan 
frost'  placed 
Nlickev 








compete in the 







meet  has 11 
a.m. 
preliminaries
 with finals set 




 adults and 50 cents 
fur students with 
the evening 
prices set
 at $1.50 
tor adults 
and SI for 
students.
 
Top  Spartan 






 the PCAA 
runnerup 
last
 year and 
is very 
strong





















second in the 
NCAA  horizontal 
in 1972 and 
Sweeney 




purpose  ol 




 travel north 
.,.,I -,.,o  
lose State University
 cage 
coach Ivan Guevara will lake 
his charges to the 
Northlands 
tonight.  Idaho tomorrow night 
and Portland State Monday 
I lit. :-ipot tans 
Spoil
 a 2-0 
record and could come back 




they can keep the taller 
Cougars, 
Vandals  and Tigers 
from the boards. 
 
  
      














































lE   
     
 






 a gel  
early season exposure.




is performing  
tor  next ,nonths 
dual meets.- 
said Rea Anders. 
51511  head 
gymnastics  coach 
and 
















































itie "wildest black 
light 
luggling  
act  you'll 





























































school  levels 
who will 




















































































two years earns 
'4 8.80 
per week -end 
drill.  An 
E-5 
over three years earns '54.84. 
Call 2 98-2 088 
































Jonn & Mary 
Rhoades  297-3808 
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San 
Carlos 
S J 294-1455 (Just West of 
Scant features
 KILN DRIED DOUGLAS 
FIR 
handcrafted  frames, top quality 
watermettresses
 from

















 THE BEST at PISCEAN 
294-1455 
CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE COLLEGE 
organization
 meets Thies 730 PM., in 
memorial
 cnapei 
All  are  welcomer 





 class at 
Eurazia 

















answers? Let Campus S.0 
S help Call 
the Spartan 
Daily at 277-31010, drop by 
THE MONEY BOOK 
IS 5160.00 
TOTAL  
VALUE  $ 5 0 0 0 (  FOODI 
FOR 
ONLY 






f 1973 -GET YOURS 
NOW 
-SPARTAN







































TO S MEXICAN FOODS 
CACHITO DEL TERRE 














FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI 
25, OFF
 ON MUSIC INSTRUMENT!
 
TWO MONTHS MUSIC 
LESSONS 
FOR 
THE PRICE OF ONE MONTHI 





FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI 
ONE DOLLARS 
WORTH  OF 
FREE BILLIARD
 TABLE TABLE TIME! 
CARS
 WASHED AND JET WAXED 
FOR 994 -NO GAS 
PURCHASE! 
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY 
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR 
THE PRICE OF 
ONE PERSON! 
FREE 36 a4S Tv PILLOW
 WITH 









exam Becker CPA Review 
Course  Cali cotlect San Francisco
 415 
781-4395, San Jose 251-6446
 




 & 10 
pm








. _   
WE'RE NOT CHEAP at





us a cai at [95.0194 Or 















ours and lace Si 
FREE movino sons AND 
WOOD PALLETS 





4th  St 
Your complete
 wine & 
beer store 
'V.I.P. PIZZA Student Discount 50 
percent 





 Pitcher Beer Offer good
 MON-
THURS  DEC6-DEC 
21Fri  & 
Sat
 
dance  to 







 people Pool 
Table & Coin Garnet Located 1468 So 
is. 
,
 ,00lth of Aims 
Ave 
AUTOMOT IVF 
17 AUSTIN HEALY U 000 series 12100, 
or hest offer 374-6603
 
16 




 finecorKI 8950 
293-318n 
69 
BUG  EVE SPRITE.














 Red good con-
dition ice box lent 
must  sell. best otter, 
289-9166
 
JAGUAR  SI Ilk 
15490%  restored 
$1,350 
or best offer 269-5628 
13
 CHEVY Impala 
good cord Air 
cond  
pwr S & B. safety
 features extras 249-
1672 
after 
7 p $400 
'Si
 DODGE
 DART 2 
dr sedan. 
blue  with 
white vinyl  top. 












reblt eng Great m p g Good tires, clean 
interior $250 275-9105 
SUN 









'63 COMET cohort 
Small at 1175 4 
speed  trens 
New toes 






















 & rnore 
$800
 or best off
 em 9E1-8873 
'71 YAMAHA 360. Good transportation 
Excellent condition 
Cali after? PM 277-
E1595 
1111 
COR11NA  1500 
OT
 needs engine 
work Good fiberglass tires and wide 
rims
 All for 560 265-8606 
*I FORD ECONOUNE PICKUP good 
cond Good gas mileage 
Only  $275. Call 
266-1296 Eves or Weekends 
FOR 
SALE 65 Rambler Ambassador 4 















WATER BEGS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co 
Since 1970 has water beds and acces-





















Discount on parts and Accessories lo 
students year 
round 






ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for 
p40erbacks7 Recycle
 features largest 
selection of paperbacks 
science fiction in 
Bay Area. 0 




Cover.  30 pm cent trade
 for your 
better paperbacks 
used  records. too 

















756 & up, 
INSENSE
 25 STICKS 296. 
PIPES
 





 & up BLACKLITE. 
COMPLETE  
18" 
$11  91 
4' 















 EACH BROOKS 80 E. San 
Fernando




























 Sales & 
Service All






BEDS  10 

















wetsuits  251-1273 
WHAT  IS 
A FUR 











































THE  FUR 
BEACH























 SJ, I 







































thank you notes with 
your own 
photo Real 
pictures  in stamp forms. 
Fifty  
photo-stamps. 1 x 
is a professional 
high gloss photograph.
 clear. brilliant. 
sparkling. perforated with gummed 
backs Like a sheet of postage stamp* 
Reproduced from  any size photo or 
negative Photo will be returned 
unharmed Allow 
one week for delivery. 
Palace Trading Co 259 S 
tat







-Like  new $40 Boots, Approx. size 
9 $10 245-6280 
SAVE THIS AO. 
Before  you pay retail for 
stereo equip.. 
check anus for discount
 
prices on Toad. Sonata Pioneer. Dual etc.
 
We guarantee San Jose State students 
the lowest prices available
 in the entire 
bay area Call for 








 `lighcheir $3. 
sterilizer  $2.50. 
infant seat. S2 
50 266-6663. 
GIANT  







 gift idea. 




 Never -used 
Mounted and 
balanced $75 


























 40 E San 









Unique  gifts 
















 30% to 40% 
on 
such brand
 names as Samna 
Sony, 
Fisher Scott. 













 SAW $85 
JOINTER 840 
BELT SANDER $25 
BROOKS 60 E SAN 
FERNANDO 
PHONE 









 25gal w stand Both
 









familiar? When career 
positions are so 
competitive.  would 
it
 be to your ad-
vantage to learn 
valuable  business ex-
perience. self
-development.  plus 
&timely 
income 





 for the 
right
 students Call 268-8739 alter
 5 PM 
for s personal interview  
STUDENTS earn 
8100 or more per week 
year
 round
 working wryoung boys on 
interesting  newspaper promotion 
program
 No exp nec You are trained by 
reopens No invest collections, or del 
nec
 Its
 easy 10 earn 
even  higher 
income  
Over 50% of our students average more 
than $100/0eek last year You must hare 
 valid driven 
license,
 insurance, good 
running car Working 
hours  are 3-9 PM 





ask for Mr Terry 
ADVERTISING/P.R. 
Creative  self-sterter 
needed  by apt/of-
fice
 center builders 




 schedules & do P.R 















free camera & 
film, student discounts.
 




AM -12 PM Class this 
Monday
 nits 7.30 
PM $5 998-1965 
FULL OR 
PART
 TIM. Men & 
women  
drovers Mon. 
Wed.  Fri and Tues. Than.
 
Set . Sun 1 
00
 prn to 6 30 pm & 
10
 sm to 
6 30 pm 30 
per cent
 
10 50 poet 
cent com-
mission 
Tropical  Ice Cream
 Co 358 No 
Montgomery
 




WORK 0/1 A SHIP
 NEXT SUMMERI No 
eoperrenr. 
required 
Excellent  pay 
Worldwide travel 










PART  TINE 




 Red Baron  Restaurant 9234000 
Bill or Jay or apply in 
person 
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as along
-
lime
 companion  for handicapped in 
dividusi -FREE room & board togirl over 
16 Very nice 
opt Celt













S.0  S column 
help you. 


























fact that our 
natural
 products 
really are the 
finest is reflected 
in 







We will ask 
you to do a little
 research 
before we let















Management Trainee Positions  open
 
Possible earnings 
up to 81 
500irno
 Only 
ambitious & aggressive individual need 
apply Call 
Mr



















 management capacities Part 
time Work own hours Salaries on com-
mission 30-52% Don 245-5754
 eves 
FOLK SINGER WANTED: Apply  at the 
HODGEPODGE 
169 So 3rd St S.J. 
FRIDAY 
FLICKS. This Fri night at 
7810 





NEEDED over 21 
Tips  & 
meals (Inc' beverages) Apply HODGE 





VERY Ige 1 B R Apts 




 pool, rec room. $130 
Studios $100 
620 S. 















 from $55/rno, 
across  the 
campus  Ample 
parking.  Safe 
and  quiet. 
99 S 
9th  also 278S 







 2 bdrms. 
$210



















SJSU,  quiet 




5th II 2964944 













HOUSE.  2 
bdrms  
1210 
for  2 or $240 for 





FOR RENT Large a mum turnfariecl 
house bbb b Win 01 tattle only. Lan 




at 6/4 5 
9th bt  l 
FREE
 ROOM & 
BOARD to 


















5 3rd iReed & S 
3rd)  
600 




















FURN,  STUDIO APT. °plat girl 
UtillOse 
Pd 
No gar On dee 251 S 
14th St 
1 BEDROOM
 WAN. APT, tor rent 
645  





 rm. 1 br 
$125, 7255 5th Call 264-1519 
LARGE 2 & 3 br . 2 bath 
AEK. carpets. Off 
st plc 
pool.  4 Mks to 
camp  Study st. 
mos/Mere 




APTS.  Mon, 
2 bath. hen 
NOW  
1150 
See at 506 S 11th
 SI 298-8046 
NEED 
MALE









 non-smoker 275-0316 
FELLOWS
 W.G. 
area  145into 












































































































 turn 1 
Won  1101 
Parking. 2 
bl ks from 
SJSU
 536S0 























































carpet  in 
living











 463 So 
7th trig 499











share  2 
bdrm
 apt 





















 a 2-bdrm house




with 1-2 others 






 kitchen pm 
Living 
on 










MOD. 1 SORIA 
turn apt clean. quit,' 
vow carpel. 
























STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC 
Call
 
14081  267-8240 for further info 
TYPIST 
Accurate, experienced.
 fast Can edit 
theses.
 papers Near 





RENT  A TV OR STEREO, no contract
 
Free 























LOWEST  Bay 
Area rates 
$88  Includes 
gold 
& white 
album.  60 




choice,  full 
set













Make  an 
sppointMent  to 
se* 












60 North 3rd 
SI Apt 0823 
287-4355  (before 
8 a 
in
















CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO 
SERVE YOU. 
HAS  THE BEST RATES CALL US 
AT 
2894681 OR STOP 
BY 404 S. 3RD ST - 
2ND  FLOOR 
TYPING TO BE DONE? 
Theses, manuscripts. term papers.
 & 
general
 reports Fast, accurate,
 reliable, 
and 
reasonable  rates Call Mrs. 
Alice
 
Emmerich at 249-2864 
TYPING-Tnesis,  





TYPING-  Electric IBM 
Term Papers.
 These. etc Dependable 
Mrs Allen 294-1313 
TYPING ol
 all
 kinds iota Executive 
typewriter Laperienced. reliable and 





































imprinted  in 







EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST 
Master  Reports - Dissertations 
Marianne
 Tamberq - 1924 Harris 
Telephone
 371-0395 San Jose 
HAIR 
CUTS AND TRIMS. Specializing
 in 
long
 hair and split ends for 
men  and 
women 
Only SI 00 287-2878 
FRIDAY 













TYPING -EDITING IBM. 
fast. accurate. 
experienced Free Pck-up
 and del Call 
p.m 
376-1525




 car or 
compact,  
storage
 One block 
off -campus Walk 
to 
class 
Phone  292-7772. 
COME  CLEAN 
















Representative Bruce Freeman can
 help 




with  TWA Youth 
Passport  and take up 
to 24 
months  to pay with  FREE 
GETAWAY CREDIT 
CARD-  Call 287-
8668 for 





-EAST  AFRICA 
Student 












 student charter flights.
 
including
 Middle East and Far East 
Student ski tours







 Blvd 84,  LA Calif
 
93049 Tel 626.0955 
RIDE WANTED 
back to Mpls Minn 
at 
Chrtstmas
 time Will 
help pay 
expense.  
Kathy at 225-9472 
PERSONALS  
SEITLESOARD owners.
 If you are  pan 
of the advertleing beetleboird campaign. 





Ask  for feature department 
WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE? 
KSJS 
DOESI  
GO PUBLIC -00 KSJIII 
UNWED
 MOTHER 
can't  effort to 
keep  
kits Mom is 





















 Inexpensive student 
camping tours
 throughout Europe. Rus-
sia, and Mexico Official 





 Middle East and Far East. 
Student  ski tours 






 San Vicente Blvd. 84,
 
L.




DONATE ON A regular blood plasma 





 or this ad and receives 
bonus with your first donation
 HYLAND 
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden
 Ave 
Sart. Jose. CA 
294-6535
 MONDAY THRU 




motorcycle  theft 
on 9th St across 
from West Hall on Oct.
 
31 please call 
264-9773  
 INC you always
 wanted to 
know about anything
 but were afraid 
to 
ask. Ask





11 10 the 
Deily.  
INTERESTED




to discussion group with some who 
have 
pronaled-don't call unless you have 
read 
''The Primal Scream' or have 












 Magazine for Christmas.
 
Student rates 1 yr $850 Send name. ad-
&OBS & payment to Playboy College 
Center, 1025 University,  Sacramento 
95825 
THE MONEY SOOK IS 9150.00 
TOTAL 
VALUE
 450.00 FOOD) FOR 
ONLY  84.00 
Now872
 COUPONS EXPIRES 
JUNE1, 
1973
-GET  YOURS NOW -SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE,  GOT THE MUNCHIES? 
GET 
YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE 
SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE AND GO 
GET 





SUN 'N SOIL 
'ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3) 













MIX.  Looks 
exac-
tly  like a 






































lines $I 50 
200 2 25 
2 40 2 SO 
35 




 300 35 
5 lines
 

















 SO 50 50 
50 





































Nettie   
Addr
 
sm   







S  DAILY 
CLASSIFIED,





















dallit  only 
 
N.-,  r rf.inds 
CHU  
11,1  4,1, 
 
ntIONIF
 
217
 
317S
 
